Abstract-An application framework provides reusable design and implementation for a family of software systems. At the application engineering stage, application developers extend framework assets to build their particular framework instantiations. Typically, framework software assets are tested before being used. However, achieving complete coverage of a system under test is impossible or at least impractical. Therefore, framework software assets can have undiscovered errors that appear in some instantiations. During the application engineering stage, it is important to identify the framework use cases that are used in the instantiation but not covered during the framework testing stage.
I. INTRODUCTION
Software engineering aims at developing techniques and tools that reduce the software development time while simultaneously enhancing the product quality. Using object-oriented frameworks is an appealing way to speed up development of a software product family [1] . A software product family is a set of software products that share common features [2] . An application framework is the reusable design and implementation of a system or subsystem [3] . It contains a collection of reusable concrete and abstract classes. These classes are referred to in this paper as framework assets. The framework design provides the context in which framework assets are used. The framework itself is not complete. Objectoriented framework engineering is divided into separate domain and application engineering tasks. During domain engineering, the framework assets are produced. During application engineering, the users of the framework complete or extend the framework assets to build their particular instantiations instead of developing the applications from scratch. Design for reusability is a costly and time-consuming task. However, reusing the framework design and code reduces application development time and cost considerably. As a result, there is a high probability that the cost and time spent during the framework domain engineering stage will be recouped after producing a few framework applications.
Typically, reusing test cases instead of creating them from scratch reduces testing time and effort. To use reusable test cases for testing a specific application, a mechanism is required to identify the applicable test cases. For the applicable test cases, a technique is required to identify whether the test cases can be used asis or must be modified or extended. If the test cases have to be modified or extended, the way to perform such modification or extension should be easy and straightforward. The identification and use of reusable test cases must be systematic and fully or at least semiautomated. The cost of reusing the test cases must be much lower than the cost of building the test cases from scratch; otherwise, application developers will prefer to build their own test cases.
Testing the framework during the domain engineering stage is essential. If the framework code contains errors, the errors will be passed on to the instantiations developed from the framework. Several techniques have been proposed to test frameworks during the framework development stage (e.g., [4] , [5] , and [6] ). In these testing techniques, different possible framework use cases and input data are exercised. Tevanlinna et al. [1] mention that during the application engineering stage, it is hard to rely on the testing performed during the framework domain engineering stage. When the framework is instantiated, some framework input data and applicationspecific framework-use-cases not covered during the framework testing stage can be applied by the framework instantiation. When these input data and use cases are applied, some undetected framework errors can appear and cause the framework instantiation to function improperly. Therefore, it is important to reconsider framework testing during the application engineering stage. Solving this problem requires resolving the following two issues:
1. Identifying the framework input data and use cases that are used in the instantiation and not covered during the framework domain engineering stage.
2. Proposing an adequate test-case-reusing technique to test the uncovered framework input data and use cases. The technique reuses the testing assets (e.g., test suites and testing models) used during the framework testing stage, which reduces the testing effort.
This paper addresses the above two issues. The traditional framework testing process (e.g., [4] , [5] , and [6] ) is performed during the domain engineering stage. In this process, demo applications and test assets are created and used to test the framework. The framework is not further tested at the application engineering stage. In this paper, the framework testing process model is extended to consider testing the application-specific framework input data and use cases that are not covered during the domain engineering stage. In the extended model, when the classes that use the framework classes are developed during the application engineering stage, the framework test input data and use cases not covered by the framework test assets are detected. The classes that use the framework classes are called Framework Interface Classes (FICs) [7] . The framework test assets are customized and reused to retest the framework and cover the nontested input data and use cases. The customized test cases are added to the framework database such that at any time the framework database contains the test assets created during the framework domain engineering task and the test assets added during the application engineering stage of the previously developed instantiations. This incremental model reduces the framework testing effort each time a new framework instantiation is developed. In addition, the extended model increases confidence in the framework as more instantiations are developed. The extended framework testing process model is shown in Fig. 1 . In this figure, the testing process performed at the application engineering stage models the actual extension to previous work.
The technique introduced in this paper extends a framework testing technique called Testing Framework Through Hooks (TFTH) [5] . First, the paper explains how to identify the framework input data and use cases that are used in the instantiation and not covered during the framework testing stage. Second, the paper introduces a test-case-reusing technique that considers the reusability of the framework testing assets to build test cases that test the used portion of the framework. Experiments applying the introduced technique to two framework instantiations were conducted. The experiments show the adequacy of the proposed framework test-case-reusing technique in terms of reducing testing time and effort. As in [8] , the technique introduced in this paper assumes that the framework test assets are provided with the framework. A supporting tool called JFramework Re-Tester is developed to automate the introduced testing technique. The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses background and related research. Section III introduces the test-case-reusing technique that reuses test cases to test the framework part of the instantiation. An experiment showing the adequacy of the introduced testcase-reusing technique in terms of reducing testing time and effort is described in Section IV. Section V discusses the automation of the proposed test-case-reusing technique. Finally, Section VI provides conclusions and a discussion of future work.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED RESEARCH
Testing Frameworks Through Hooks (TFTH) [5] is a testing technique that tests hook-documented frameworks at system level. This section gives an overview of objectoriented framework paradigm, TFTH technique, and other related work.
A. Object-Oriented Framework Paradigm
An application framework provides a reusable design and implementation for a family of software systems [3] . During application engineering stage, users of the framework complete or extend the framework assets to build their particular instantiations. When the framework is used during the application engineering stage, developers build two types of classes: (1) classes that use the framework classes and (2) classes that do not. Classes that use the framework classes are called FICs because they act as interfaces between the framework classes and the second type of classes created by application developers. Places at which users can add their own classes are called hook points [9, 10] .
In [9] and [10] , the issue of documenting the purpose of a framework and how it is intended to be used with hooks is described and formalized. The concept of hook description is introduced. The hook description explains how to extend or customize part of the framework to build an instantiation. Froehlich [10] provides a specialpurpose language and grammar in which the hook description can be written. Each hook description consists of the following: (1) a unique name, (2) the requirement (i.e., the problem the hook is intended to help solve), (3) the hook type, (4) the other hooks required to use this hook, (5) the components that participate in this hook, (6) the preconditions (i.e., constraints on the parameters [or the context] that must be true before the hook can be used), (7) the changes that can be made to develop the instantiation, (8) the postconditions (i.e., constraints on the parameters that must be true after the hook has been used), (9) a general comment section. It is not necessary to have all the above parts for each hook. Fig. 2 shows a hook description example for creation of an account in a banking framework. The user of the framework creates a NewAccount class that subclasses the Account class which is included in the framework. The hook Initialize Account creates an init method that should be included in NewAccount class and called when an account is constructed. In init method, the account currency is selected. There are three prebuilt classes in the framework for money: USMoney, EURMoney, and Money. Moreover, the user has to specify the bank branches in the system. 
B. TFTH Framework Testing Technique
TFTH is a testing technique that tests frameworks at system level. It tests that the framework use cases are implemented correctly. FICs extend or use framework classes to implement the use cases; therefore, TFTH tests frameworks through FICs, which are composed of hook methods. TFTH tests the framework use cases by enacting the hook methods through which the framework use cases are performed. Hook descriptions specify the behaviors of the FICs, and they are used to construct the FIC Hook State Transition Diagram (HSTD) automatically [7] . The HSTD models FIC behavior and consists of nodes and direct links. Each node represents a state (i.e., a set of instance-variable value combinations of the class object) and each link represents a transition caused by an event. Hook descriptions define how to construct FIC methods. These methods are called hook methods. For example, in the changes section of the Initialize Account hook (Fig. 2) , the way to construct the init method is described.
Each hook method (i.e., a method defined in hook descriptions) is modeled by a Construction Flow Graph (CFG), a graphical representation of the control structure of the construction sequence of the hook method contents. Fig. 4 shows the CFG of the init() method described in the Initialize Account hook (Fig. 2) 3. Produce a round-trip path tree for each HSTD using Binder's procedure [4] . In round-trip path coverage, transition sequences that start and end with the same state and simple paths from alpha to omega state are covered. A simple path includes only an iteration of a loop, if a loop exists in some sequence. Fig. 5 shows the round-trip path tree of the HSTD shown in Fig. 3 . 4. Construct a CFG for each hook method. 5. Generate test data for all parameters of the hook methods. 6. Generate hook method possible implementations. Each implementation of a hook method exercises a combination of test data, generated in Step 5, in a CFG simple complete path or extreme complete path. A complete path is a path that starts at the graph's entry node and ends at the graph's exit node. A simple complete path is a complete path that includes at most an iteration of a loop, if a loop exists in some sequence. An extreme complete path is a complete path that includes at least (maximum number of iterations of a loop -1), if a loop exists in some sequence. 
C. Other Related Work
Several recent research studies address the problem of object-oriented testing at different levels in general (e.g., [4] and [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] ). Some testing techniques are specifically proposed to test object-oriented frameworks and their instantiations (e.g., [4] [5] [6] [7] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [17] discuss the issues of testing instantiations developed with design patterns using object-oriented frameworks. The paper addresses testing from two viewpoints: that of framework developers, and that of instantiation designers. Framework developers test that the extensible patterns do allow the instantiation developer to extend the framework functionality. The instantiation designers should verify that the extension points are properly coded and tested. Wang et al. [18] propose providing the framework with reusable test cases that can be applied during the instantiation development stage. However, these test cases are limited to testing that the inherited framework features work correctly in the context of the instantiation classes that inherit them. Al Dallal [7, 26] and Al Dallal and Sorenson [19] [20] [21] [22] 25] propose a technique to test the FICs at class level using reusable test cases built during the framework development stage. Al Dallal [23] proposes a technique to test the frameworks hook methods. The technique builds demo implementations for the hook methods and test suites to test the demo implementations. Kauppinen et al. [6] propose a criterion to evaluate the hook coverage of a test suite used to test hook methods. RITA [28] is a software tool that supports framework testing and automates the calculation of the hook method coverage measure. Al Dallal and Sorenson [24] propose a methodology to estimate the coverage of the clusterbased reusable test cases for framework instantiations. None of the techniques introduced for testing objectoriented frameworks and their instantiations considers retesting the framework at the application engineering stage.
Several techniques are introduced to test software product line and product family. In a software product line, variation points are points at which the products of a product family differ (i.e., each product has a different implementation, which is called a variant, for an abstract class associated with a variant point). Cohen et al. [29] suggest using combination testing strategies (e.g., [30] ) to build test cases to test product line variants. In framework-based software product families, the variation points are the hook points, and implementations of the FICs are the variants. Tevanlinna et al. [1] identify four different strategies for modeling product family testing. The first strategy is to test product by product without considering the benefits of reuse (e.g., [31] ). The second strategy tests the first product individually and the following products incrementally using regression testing techniques. The third strategy builds reusable test assets extensively during the domain engineering stage. These test assets are reused as-is or customized during the application engineering stage to test the product-specific aspects [8] . The fourth strategy applies unit testing in the domain engineering stage and integration, system, and acceptance testing at the application engineering stage. Only the first strategy considers retesting the assets each time an application is developed. However, in this strategy, the assets are retested from scratch and no reusability of testing previously applied is considered. The strategy introduced in this paper resembles the third product family testing strategy. The difference is that, in the third strategy, the reusable test assets are used to test the product-specific aspects, whereas, in our strategy, the reusable test assets are used to test the framework itself (i.e., the product core assets).
The testing areas for which reusability of test cases for object-oriented software are proposed and discussed include regression testing, testing subclasses, testing the use of class libraries, testing software product-lines, and testing object-oriented framework applications. An overview of research work addressing the last two areas is given above.
In regression testing [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , a modified version of the software is tested to provide confidence that the changed parts are behaving as intended and that the unchanged parts are not affected by the modifications in an unforeseen way. The test suite used to test the original version of the software or part of it is reused to test the modified version. In attempting to reuse the test suite or part of it, two problems have to be tackled: which test cases of the original test suite can or should be used to test the modified version, and which new test cases must be developed to test parts of the modified software [35] . In subclass testing [37] , the superclass test suite or part of it must be reapplied in order to gain confidence that the inherited superclass features work correctly in the context of the subclass. In testing the use of the class libraries and the frameworks, Binder [4] states that the class library user and the framework user can reuse the class libraries test suite and the framework test suite, respectively, at the cluster-testing level without introducing new specific approaches.
The work introduced in this paper is different from those presented earlier in the following ways: 1. It determines the nontested framework part of the instantiation. 
It provides test-case-

III. THE FRAMEWORK PART TEST-CASE-REUSING TECHNIQUE
In a former case study [7] , we observed that more than half the instantiation classes are framework classes and the rest are either FICs or other instantiation classes. Therefore, when testing the instantiation, it is important to consider testing its framework part. The frameworks are already tested during their development process, but this testing is incomplete. Thus, it is useful to focus the testing on the framework part that is used in the instantiation but not covered during the framework testing stage. The test-case-reusing technique introduced in this paper consists of three steps, as follows:
Step 1: Identify the nontested hook methods
In TFTH technique, during the framework development stage, developers use CFGs to build different implementations of the hook methods through which the framework is tested. During the application engineering stage, developers implement the hook methods. The framework part of the instantiation must be tested using the hook methods implemented by the instantiation developers and not using the different implementations of the hook methods created using the CFG.
In TFTH technique, implementations of the hook methods are created from the CFG such that the CFG is branch covered. If the CFG contains a loop, the loop is iterated at most once. When the instantiation is developed, a loop in a CFG can be iterated more than once. Such a case is not used in testing the framework during the framework testing stage and must be used during the instantiation testing stage.
In addition, during the instantiation development stage, the developers can assign specific values for the parameters of the methods used in the hook methods or leave such parameters dynamic (i.e., the value can be assigned at run time). For example, when the init method is created using the Initialize Account hook given in Fig.  2 , the instantiation developer can add branches to the system using the code statement branch.addBranch(BranchName); When this code statement is used, the instantiation developer can decide to assign a value to the BranchName parameter or leave the parameter dynamic. Most likely, the values assigned to the parameters are different than the test data applied during the framework testing stage. In this case, when testing the framework during the application engineering stage, the actual parameter values have to be considered.
Finally, the framework is not tested during the framework domain engineering stage through extensible hook methods (i.e., open hook methods). This is because the implementation of such methods is left open for the instantiation developers. These methods are implemented during the application engineering stage and must be used to test the framework during the instantiation testing stage. As a result, the framework has to be tested during the application engineering stage through four types of hook methods: (1) A hook method constructed by iterating more than once in a CFG loop. Such methods are marked untested and they have to be used in the test cases. Other methods are marked tested and they can be ignored when testing the framework during the application engineering stage unless there is a relation between such methods and the other methods marked untested.
Step 2: Remodel the round-trip path tree
The round-trip path tree is generated during the framework domain engineering stage using the HSTD. The HSTD includes transitions that are associated with hook method calls. Not all hook methods are implemented in each instantiation. The methods that are not implemented have to be ignored. In addition, some of the hook methods are marked tested in Step 1 and they can be ignored unless there is a relation between such methods and the other methods marked untested. The predicate of an HSTD transition can depend on a hook method not implemented in the instantiation. Such a transition has to be ignored; otherwise, reusing the corresponding test cases causes a compilation error indicating that the method is not defined. Finally, predicates of HSTD transitions can depend on variables assigned to specific values during the application engineering stage. If these values cause the predicate to evaluate to false, the transition cannot be executed and must be ignored.
Ignoring a transition in an HSTD causes ignoring of its corresponding transition in the round-trip path tree. When the round-trip path tree is constructed during the framework domain engineering stage, each transition in the HSTD is covered once. A state in the HSTD is covered a number of times equal to the number of its incoming transitions. As a result, a state in the HSTD can be represented by more than one corresponding state in the round-trip path tree. These corresponding states have the same identifier. For example, the Frozen state shown in Fig. 3 is represented three times in the round-trip path tree given in Fig. 5 . Note that the Frozen state in Fig. 3 has three incoming transitions.
When a hook method is not implemented in the instantiation, transitions associated with it in the HSTD have to be deleted because they cannot be executed. Deleting a transition from the HSTD can result in a disjoint graph or unreachable states. For example, the developer of the banking framework instantiation can decide not to implement the freeze and unfreeze methods because the instantiation specifications do not require having frozen accounts. Deleting transitions associated with nonrequired methods from the HSTD causes a disjoint graph that includes the Frozen state and an associated transition. Deleting the corresponding transitions from the round-trip path tree does not cause any reachability problems. In this case, any resulting disjoint graphs and unreachable states can be deleted because they do not represent any necessary testable cases.
However, in some cases, deleting a transition from the HSTD does not result in creation of a disjoint graph or unreachable states. For example, in a banking framework instantiation, the developer chooses not to implement the transition originating from the Open state and ending at the Inactive state. This causes deletion of the transition from the HSTD given in Fig. 3 . The Inactive state of the HSTD is still reachable through the Frozen state. However, deleting the corresponding transition and the resulting disjoint graphs from the round-trip path tree shown in Fig. 5 causes the outgoing transitions from the Inactive state to be unrepresented in the round-trip path tree. Some of these transitions can be associated with hook methods marked untested and these transitions must be used when testing the framework during the application engineering stage. To solve this problem, the outgoing transitions from a state that has been reached by a deleted transition must be reached by another path. In the round-trip path tree, this can be achieved by redirecting the transitions to be initiated from another state that has the same identifier as the destination state of the deleted transition. Fig. 6 illustrates the two deletion scenarios.
The first scenario occurs when a transition is deleted, but no disjoint graphs or unreachable states are created in the HSTD. For example, when transition A→B is deleted from the HSTD given in Fig. 6(i) , the resulting HSTD remains a connected graph in which all states are reachable. Therefore, all remaining states and transitions represented in the resulting HSTD have to be represented in the remodeled round-trip path tree. Deleting transition A→B from the corresponding round-trip path tree given in Fig. 6 (ii) creates a disjoint graph consisting of states B and D and the transition between them. This disjoint graph must be reconnected to the round-trip path tree by redirecting the transition to be initiated from state B, as shown in Fig. 6(iii) . Note that the remodeled-round-trip path tree represents all the states and transitions contained in the remodeled HSTD. The second scenario occurs when a disjoint graph or unreachable state is created. For example, when transition A→C is deleted from the HSTD given in Fig. 6(i) , the resulting HSTD contains state C, which becomes unreachable. In this case, the disjoint graphs or the unreachable states have to be deleted from the HSTD with the transitions connected to them. Deleting corresponding states and transitions from the round-trip path tree does not require any extension for an existing path. For example, when transition A→C is deleted from the round-trip path tree, the remodeled tree is the result of deleting transition A→C and the resulting disjoint graph from the original round-trip path tree. In summary, when deleting a transition from the HSTD, it is not required to reproduce the round-trip path tree. The round-trip path tree can be remodeled without referring to the HSTD. In this case, if deleting a transition from the round-trip path tree results in a disjoint graph, the disjoint graph is reconnected to the tree, as illustrated in Step 3.2.2 in the procedure given in Fig. 7 .
Similar actions have to be taken when the values assigned to the parameters used in the transition predicate cause the transition not to be executed.
The round-trip path tree transitions represented by dotted links are used to consider the CFG of the hook methods called implicitly. Since the CFGs are no longer used during the instantiation testing stage, such transitions are deleted. When deleting a dotted transition, the transition source state must be deleted and the incoming transition to the source state has to be redirected to end at the destination state of the dotted transition. For example, the transition from initializing state to Open state in Fig. 5 is dotted. Therefore, the transition and the initializing state must be deleted, and transition labeled 1 must be connected to Open state.
After performing the deletion process mentioned above, all remaining transitions in the remodeled roundtrip path tree are executable. However, it is possible that the remodeled round-trip path tree includes paths that are identical, in terms of sequence of hook method calls and transition predicates, to the paths in the original roundtrip path tree. In addition, it is possible that the implementations of all hook methods invoked when covering such paths during the domain engineering stage are identical to the implementations of the corresponding hook methods coded during the application engineering stage. Such paths in the remodeled round-trip path tree can be ignored and not reapplied at the application engineering stage because they cover cases already tested at the domain engineering stage. According to the marking schema used in this paper, this case occurs when a path in the remodeled round-trip path tree is identical to a path in the original round-trip path tree in terms of sequence of hook method calls and transition predicates and all hook methods included in the sequence are marked tested.
The procedure given in Fig. 7 remodels the round-trip path tree used during the framework development stage according to the above discussion. The resulting tree includes transitions that are associated with hook methods marked untested or tested but are necessary to cover transitions associated with untested hook methods. Suppose that the banking framework is used to implement an instantiation to be used in managing bank accounts. The bank has a policy to inactivate any account with no activity for five years (i.e., 1825 days). Such accounts cannot be settled unless they are reactivated. Finally, the bank has three branches. The given specification causes the settle method not to be implemented; therefore, its corresponding transition is deleted from the round-trip path tree. The CFG of the init method includes a loop iterated more than once to create objects for the three branches. The NewAccount method calls the init method, and therefore, it is marked untested and the corresponding transition is kept in the re-modeled round-trip path tree. Since all paths in the round-trip path tree include the transition associated with a call for NewAccount hook method, the paths are kept in the remodeled round-trip path tree.
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In another similar scenario, if the bank has one branch, the CFG of the init method does not include a loop iterated more than once. Therefore, the hook method associated with the transition labeled 1 in Fig. 5 is marked tested. All other methods are also marked tested because none of them is of one of the four types of hook methods mentioned in Section III (Step 1). When the procedure given in Fig. 7 is applied, Transition 2 is deleted, in Step 1, because it is dotted. In Step 2, all left transitions are marked not visited. In Step 3, none of the transitions is deleted because all of them are associated to calls of hook methods implemented in the scenario. In
Step 4, all left transitions are marked not visited again. In
Step 5, transitions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 15, and 16 are deleted because the conditions stated in Step 5.2 are satisfied. Transitions 12, 13, and 17 are kept because they contain predicates that include variables assigned to certain values for the number of days to inactivate an account. Transitions 1, 10, and 14 are kept because they are included in paths containing kept transitions (i.e., Transitions 12, 13, and 17). The remodeled round-trip path tree is shown in Fig. 8 . Step 3: Produce round-trip path test cases.
Each test case exercises a single round-trip path in the remodeled round-trip path tree. The round-trip path starts at alpha state of the remodeled round-trip path tree and ends at one of the leaf states of the tree. In this step, it is not required to create any test case from scratch. In the remodeled tree, the paths that are identical to the corresponding paths in the original tree are covered using the same test cases used to cover the original tree paths during the framework development stage. If the path in the remodeled tree contains a predicate that has variables assigned to certain values, the corresponding test case has to be modified to include the provided values. Fig. 9 shows a Java coded test case that covers the path Alpha→Open→Frozen→Open in the remodeled tree given in Fig. 8 . In the test case, the modified parts are bolded.
In the remodeled tree, a path can be extended from a path in the original round-trip path tree. In this case, the corresponding test case has to be augmented in order to consider the predicates and to include calls for the methods associated with the added transitions. Figure 9 . The Java implementation of a modified test case
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Step 2, two example scenarios are mentioned. In the first one, the remodeled round-trip path tree is found to be the same as the original one except for deletion of transition labeled 15. As a result, all the test cases built during the domain engineering stage are reused as-is during the application engineering stage except the test case including transition 15. This test case has to be modified to discard the call for settle hook method. In the second example scenario for which the round-trip path tree is given in Fig. 8 , one of the test cases built during the domain engineering stage is not applicable because settle hook method is not implemented during the application engineering stage. In addition, four test cases are applied as-is to test the framework at the application engineering stage. None of the other test cases applied during the domain engineering stage have to be reapplied during the application engineering stage because they cover cases already tested during the domain engineering stage.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the proposed test-casereusing technique by applying it to test the framework portion of two WaveFront framework instantiations. The results are used to show the adequacy of the test-casereusing technique in terms of reducing the testing time and effort.
A. The Used Framework and Instantiations
WaveFront Pattern (WFP) [38] is a pattern that supports the computation of dependent elements. The pattern is used to generate frameworks automatically using CO 2 P 3 S parallel programming system [39] . A generated WaveFront Pattern framework was considered in this experiment. The framework was relatively small, consisting of six classes and about 150 lines of code. Three hook descriptions were used to document how to use the framework. In this experiment, the TFTH technique was applied to build the test cases to test the framework at the domain engineering stage. Two FICs were identified and their HSTDs were constructed. The hook descriptions were followed to construct the CFGs of the hook methods. Eight CFGs were constructed. The CFGs were traversed to construct the different implementations of the hook methods. The two round-trip path trees for the two FICs were built using the HSTDs and traversed to construct the test cases. The two roundtrip path trees included 22 paths. Each path was used to build a test case. Each test case exercising a hook method that has different implementations created using the CFG exercises each implementation at least once.
Two instantiations built using the WaveFront framework were considered in this experiment. The first instantiation was called Skyline Matrix and consisted of about 450 lines of code and 12 classes. Six of the classes were framework classes and the rest were developed by the instantiation developer. The second instantiation was called Matrix Block, consisting of about 330 lines of code and 13 classes. Six of the classes were framework classes and the rest were developed by the instantiation developer.
B. Applying the Test-Case-Reusing Technique
The test-case-reusing technique was applied to determine the reusable test cases for retesting the framework. The purpose of the experiment was to demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed technique in (1) reusing the test cases built during the domain engineering stage to test the framework during the application engineering stage and (2) neglecting test cases already applied during the domain engineering stage. The implemented FICs in the two instantiations were manually traced to identify the nonimplemented and the nontested hook methods according to the discussion provided in Section III. It is important to note that this manual tracing would not be required if the details of the hook enactment process are reported during the implementation process of the FICs. For each instantiation, the experiment was conducted twice. The first time, the introduced technique was used without considering the marking schema (i.e., tested or untested) of the hook methods. Only the transitions associated with nonimplemented hook methods or nonexecutable predicates were deleted from the original round-trip path tree. This means that only the first three steps of the procedure given in Fig. 7 were applied. The second time, the introduced technique was used as-is (i.e., all the steps of the procedure given in Fig. 7 were applied) . The purpose of conducting the experiments twice was to demonstrate the usefulness of the marking schema of the hook methods in ignoring test cases already covered during the domain engineering stage and consequently reducing the number of applied test cases. Ignoring a test case already covered during the domain engineering stage implies reducing the time and effort required for testing the framework during the application engineering stage.
In each experiment, the number of reused test cases asis, the number of modified test cases, the number of ignored test cases, and the total number of required test cases were counted and reported in the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth rows of Table 1 , respectively. The first and second rows of the table report the name of the framework instantiation and the experiment identifier, respectively. The second, third, fourth, and fifth columns report the results of applying the first and second experiments on the Skyline Matrix and Matrix Block instantiations, respectively. In the considered instantiations, the implemented FICs did not contain methods not introduced in the hook descriptions. As a result, none of the test cases required to test the framework during the application engineering stage was created from scratch. Despite the fact that this is not always true, our experience in studying FICs gives an indication that usually a relatively small percentage of FIC methods are new. This experience gives an indication that applying the introduced technique greatly reduces framework testing efforts during the application engineering stage. This is because most or all test cases required for testing the framework during the application engineering stage are reused versions of the test cases built during the domain engineering stage. In the conducted experiments, on average, about 60% of the required framework test cases during the application engineering stage were ignored because they covered cases already tested during the domain engineering stage. This gives an indication that the marking schema used in the introduced technique for the hook methods is useful in ignoring test cases already covered during the domain engineering stage. Consequently, this gives an indication that the introduced technique is effective in reducing testing time and effort.
C. Time Efficiency Assessment for the Test-Case-Reusing Technique
To demonstrate the efficiency of the introduced testcase-reusing technique in terms of reducing the time and effort required for retesting the framework, five graduate students at Kuwait University conducted a comparison experiment individually. The experiment was performed in two stages. In the first stage, the students were asked to perform testing for the WaveFront framework used in the two considered applications from scratch (i.e., without considering the test-case-reusing technique introduced in this paper). In the second stage, the students were asked to apply the test-case-reusing technique to perform the required testing. The time required for each experiment stage was reported and compared.
In the first stage, the students were taught how to build a state transition model for a class using the specifications given in the hook descriptions. The students were given the hook descriptions of the WaveFront framework and the implemented hook method details. The students took an average of about 12 hours and 46 minutes to draw the state transition models for the four FICs included in the two applications. Unfortunately, none of the models was complete because the algorithm used to construct the models from the method specifications [20] is difficult to be applied manually. The students were taught how to produce a round-trip path tree from a state transition model and were given the revised models with the invariants of the states included in the models. The average time used to produce all required round-trip path trees was about 1 hour and 12 minutes. Finally, the students were taught how to write test drivers in Java for the round-trip paths included in the trees. A total of 40 test drives were produced from all considered classes. The average time spent in writing, compiling, and executing the required test drivers was 12 hours and 32 minutes. In summary, the students were taught several skills and techniques for producing the required test drivers. The students were supplied with the framework hook descriptions and the implemented hook method details. In addition, the students were assisted in completing the models and provided with the invariants of the states to enable them to write the test drivers. Each student took an average of 26 hours and 30 minutes to produce the required test cases from scratch.
In the second stage, the students were given the implemented hook method details and the 22 test drivers applied during the framework domain engineering stage. The students were taught first how to use the implemented hook method details to list the names of the methods implemented in the application and to list the names of the methods marked untested. The average time spent constructing the two lists for all the considered methods was 11 minutes. After that, the students were taught how to modify the given test drivers according to the first three steps of the procedure given in Fig. 7 . The students spent an average of 14 minutes modifying the 22 test drivers for the two considered applications. In the second application, four of the test drivers were found to be inapplicable because they include a method not implemented in the application. These test drivers were ignored. The modifications applied to the rest of the test drivers were similar to the ones applied to the test drivers of the first application. The students were then taught how to apply the last two steps of the procedure given in Fig. 7 to neglect unnecessary test drivers. The students spent an average of 7 minutes in detecting the unnecessary test drivers. Finally, the students spent an average of 17 minutes to compile and execute the test drivers. In summary, the students were taught how to apply the test-case-reusing technique and were supported with the framework test drivers and a file containing the implemented hook method details. The students spent an average of 49 minutes to identify, modify, compile, and execute the reusable test drivers.
Clearly, many fewer skills needed to be taught in the second stage of the experiment. The students in the second stage of the experiment were able to complete the entire testing process without major assists, whereas major revision was required in the first stage of the experiment for the testing models. In addition, the amount of information given in the second stage of the experiment was less than that given in the first stage of the experiment. Finally, the average time spent in the second stage of the experiment was 3.08% of the average time spent in the first stage of the experiment. The experiment shows that applying the test-case-reusing technique introduced in this paper reduces required testing time and effort greatly. The results of the experiment are summarized in Table 2 . [5] , a tool that supports the testing of object-oriented frameworks written in Java. JFramework Tester automates TFTH testing, produces framework test cases, and stores these test cases in the framework database. The second tool is Hook Master [10] , a tool that enacts hook description statements and builds corresponding Java implementation for hook methods during the application engineering stage. In this research, the Hook Master tool is extended to produce a file that reports data required to identify whether the implemented hook method must be considered in retesting the framework. For each hook method created using the Hook Master tool, the file reports (1) the hook method name, (2) whether the hook description used to build the hook method includes construction loops iterated more than once during the hook method implementation process, (3) whether the hook description used to build the hook method includes parameters assigned to specific values during the hook method implementation process, (4) whether the hook method is an open type, and (5) if any, the names of the other hook methods called by the hook method under consideration.
JFramework Re-Tester tool is implemented in Java and contains 8 classes and about 3250 lines of executable code. The high-level description of the tool is shown in Fig. 10 . The user of the tool, the framework application developer, selects the framework to be retested using a browser. The framework database includes the framework code, the framework hook descriptions, the framework test cases produced by JFramework Tester tool, and the implemented hook method data files produced by the extended Hook Master tool. The Test Case Parser module of the JFramework Re-Tester tool parses the framework test cases and stores them in objects organized in a link list data structure. Simultaneously, the Implemented Hook Methods Parser module of the tool parses the implemented hook method data and stores them in objects organized in a link list data structure. The parsed implemented hook method data are used by the Nontested Hook Methods Detector module of the tool to identify the nontested hook methods according to the criteria discussed in Section III (Step 1). The parsed implemented hook method data are also used with the parsed test cases by the Test Case Modifier module of the tool to modify the test cases according to the first three steps of the procedure given in Fig. 7 . The modified test cases and the names of the hook methods marked untested are used by the Applicable Test Case Detector module of the tool to decide on the test cases that have to be applied to retest the framework during the application engineering stage.
The applicable test cases are stored in the framework database and corresponding Java code is generated by the Test Drivers Builder module of the tool. The Test Drivers Builder module instruments the test drivers (i.e., implementations of the test cases) by the state invariants written in DbC language [40] and stored in the framework database. The Test Drivers Executer module of the tool compiles the test drivers and the implemented FICs using the dbc_javac compiler of the Jcontract tool [41] . The Jcontract compiler checks the DbC specifications in the Javadoc comments, generates instrumented .java files with extra code to check the contracts (i.e., preconditions and postconditions) in the Javadoc comments, and compiles the instrumented .java files with the javac compiler. The resulting .class files are instrumented with extra bytecodes to check the contracts at runtime. Finally, the Test Drivers Executer module executes the test drivers and uses Jcontract tool to automatically check the contracts at runtime and report any violations found. The appendix shows a complete example that uses the JFramework Re-Tester tool during the application engineering stage to retest the banking framework when the NewAccount FIC class is implemented. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper introduces a test-case-reusing technique to reuse the framework test suite already applied during the domain engineering stage to test the framework during the application engineering stage. The test-case-reusing technique uses the same framework testable models proposed in the TFTH technique. The test-case-reusing technique first identifies the nontested portion of the framework. Then, it remodels the round-trip path tree used during the framework domain engineering stage to eliminate the inclusion of the nonimplemented hook methods and to ignore unnecessary tested hook methods. Finally, the technique identifies the framework test cases that can be reused as-is or augmented. As a result, the introduced test-case-reusing technique for the framework part of the instantiation makes use of the work performed during the framework domain engineering stage in several forms, including (1) reusing the framework testing models, (2) ignoring the tested part of the framework during the framework development stage, and (3) reusing, augmenting, or modifying the framework test cases.
Two experiments were conducted to show the adequacy of the proposed test-case-reusing technique in terms of reducing testing time and effort. The experiments show that the test-case-reusing technique effectively reuses framework test cases to retest the framework during the application engineering stage. In addition, the experiments show that the test-case-reusing technique greatly reduces the time and effort required for retesting the framework during the application engineering stage. The test cases considered in the testcase-reusing technique are produced using the round-trip path coverage technique. The effectiveness of the roundtrip path coverage test cases in terms of error detection power is studied generally in [42] and specifically in a framework context in [5] .
A supporting tool that automates the complete retesting process of the framework during the application engineering stage using the introduced techniques is developed. The tool is limited for testing frameworks developed in Java.
The introduced technique and tool assume that the framework under testing is provided with hook descriptions. However, this might not be the case for most of the available frameworks; typically frameworks are provided with steps to illustrate how to use the framework. These steps can be formed in hook descriptions instead of in the informal description. Such a task requires a clear understanding of hook notation and hook description formal language. We have exercised this task with several frameworks and found it to be straightforward. Hooks were originally introduced as an aid to show where and how to extend object-oriented frameworks in constructing complete software applications. This paper shows that the hooks can also be used as an aid in retesting the framework. We expect that extending the benefits and uses of the hooks will encourage framework developers to show considerable interest in documenting their frameworks using hooks.
In the area of future work, the proposed technique for reusing the test cases does not guarantee that the modified round-trip path tree is free of infeasible paths. Infeasible paths are ones that cannot be executed because of conflicting or impossible to satisfy predicates. To solve this problem, we have to either detect the infeasible paths and avoid using them in generating the test drivers [43] or ignore any test driver that has violated preconditions [40] . Detection of the infeasible paths is not implemented in the developed supporting tool. In addition, the tool does not automate conversion of predicates into Java code statements. The corresponding code statements are associated with the predicates in the file that includes the framework test cases.
APPENDIX A
The following is the content of the test cases generated using JFramework Tester tool. This file is an input file to the JFramework Re-Tester tool. Each test case includes the description of the sequence of transitions exercised in the test case. Each transition includes the hook method name, hook method parameters, predicates with the corresponding Java code, actions, and source and destination states. 
